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Atlantis
delay is
probable

Girlfriend implicates Wheeler
video recorder for Christmas.
She had received several skeins
of yarn to use for knitting.
"Orville has said that he wanhe key prosecution witness in ted the house burned because he
Theke
the Orville
Orv— D. Wheeler trial said I had been slighted," she
offered contradictory testimony said. "He gave me nis lighter.
as to the defendant's in- He said take the blanket off the
volvement in the 1985 Perrys- couch and put it in front of the
burg Township fire which killed stove and light it."
Although she said she was not
seven people.
Wheeler's former girlfriend, initially upset about the gift discrepancies,
she testified that
Rhoda Maddox, convicted in
July of setting the Dec. 27,1985 Wheeler antagonized her until
fire, at one point told the court she became upset.
"(The video recorder) was
that Wheeler set the blaze which
killed Maddox's mother, brother something that could have been
used by all of us," she said. "Orand five nieces and nephews.
Wheeler is charged with seven ville had made me upset... becounts of involuntary mans- cause I didn't receive as much
laughter and one count of ag- as my brothers and sisters."
Cvated arson for his alleged Although the case was initially
olvement. Closing state- ruled an accident, it was
ments in the case will be given reopened this year and charges
were filed against Maddox. She
today.
Later in her testimony, Mad- pled not guilty at the start of the
dox indicated she was confused case, changing her plea to guilty
and corrected her statement, and indicated Wheeler was insaying she was given a lighter volved in the crime.
by Wheeler and coerced into set- She is serving a minimum of
ting a blanket ablaze in front of a 48 years in Marysville State Reilly stove used to heat the formatory for setting the Are
which killed her mother, Awilda
"I meant not to hurt anyone Maddox, brother Curtis and his
but I was scared, as Orville five children: Jody Allen, 10;
threatened to kill me and put my William. 8; Evelyn, 9, and
daughter into a home," Maddox 7-year-old twins Dawn and Jennifer.
Maddox described her 11-year
Although defense attorneys
Alan Konope and John Dunipace relationship with Wheeler as
moved for dismal based in part "very violent."
"He was constantly agitating
on Maddox's contradictory testimony, the motion was denied me, he was threatening me all
by Wood County Common Pleas the time," she said, raising her
arm to reveal marks allegedly
Court Judge Gale Williamson.
According to Assistant County caused by Wheeler.
She alleged that Wheeler also
Prosecutor Alan Mayberry,
Maddox clarified her testimony set a couch on fire in her mothprior to leaving the witness er's home at 121 Harold Court in
Perrysburg Township but could
stand.
"I think the questions the de- not give a definite date of the infense asked were confusing," cident.
"Me, Orville and a girlfriend
Mayberry said, adding the
statements directed to the wit- went out somewhere. Orville
ness contained multiple ques- kept saying there was something at my mother's house,"
tions.
In the third day of the trial. Maddox said. "I called home
BG News/Paul Vernon
Maddox said Wheeler convinced and spoke to my mother ... the
Rhoda Maddox testifies in court yesterday In the trial of her former boyfriend. Orville D. Wheeler. Testiher to take revenge on her couch was on fire and she
mony in the case concluded yesterday and final arguments will be made today.
mother for giving her brothers a couldn't put it out.
by Greg Connel
and Julie Wallace

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) — Launch pad technicians
discovered two broken bolts on
Atlantis' nose Wednesday, a
problem that could delay today's launch of the shuttle's topsecret mission even if a predicted storm doesn't force postponement.
Much depended on a launcheve assessment of both problems. If the decision were made
to be ready for a Thursday
morning launch, crews would
begin pouring a half-million gallons of fuel into the shuttle's
huge external tank before midnight.
The bolts are two of 10 that secure a 24-by-l 8 inch access cover
on the right side of the shuttle's
nose. The access plate, which is
covered by 14 of the shuttle's
heat protection tiles, is normally
removed before flight to fuel the
tank for the steering rockets the
shuttle uses while in orbit.
The problem occurred as
workmen placed the cover. Two
of the bolts would not tighten,
and NASA decided to glue the
cover in place with special
epoxy. It would be evening before it was known whether the
bonding worked.
"We have to have assurance that panel isn't going to
come off in flight," said Lisa
Malone, a Kennedy Space
Center spokeswoman.
A source who did not want to
be identified said that if the
bonding wasn't tight, there
might be one or two days' delay
inttftingoff.
Meanwhile, there was an 80
percent chance the weather
would not permit Atlantis to be
launched on Thursday. The forecast was for low clouds, winds
up to 23 mph and a 40 percent
chance of rain.
"There is a possibility that a
front will come through and
things will clear out," said Capt.
Tom Strange, an Air Force
weatherman.

College safety Loft falls unknown danger
re-evaluated
by Tracy Richards
staff reporter

Editor's note: This is the second
of a three part series
by Dennis Robaugh
reporter
A 19-year-old student at Lehigh University was raped, sodomized and strangled to death
in her dorm room.
In Potsdam, N.Y., a 19-yearold Clarkson University student
was raped and killed on campus,
in full view of security officers.
According to Barb Keller, director of Residence Education,
it is incidents like these that
have encouraged colleges to reevaluate security standards.
The University is no exception.
"The incident at Lehigh is of
special concern to me, Keller
said. "Education is important to
safety. At the University, we
sponsor workshops, show video
tapes and have implemented
Operation I.D. to protect students and their belongings," she
said.
Operation I.D. is a program
designed to deter theft in residence halls. By using an engraver, students can mark their
valuables with their social security number.
An Operation I.D. sticker is
placed on the student's door to
deter a potential thief and, in the
event ot a theft, the belongings
are easily identified if recovered

by police, Keller said.
Although she said there are
self-defense workshops and paid
X. guards in the residence
, part of the security strug§le on campus is the students
lemselves.
"We have serious problems
with students not locking their
doors and students propping
(external) doors open with cans
or rugs." she said. "There can
be serious consequences for
other residents if a student
leaves a door leading into the
building propped open."
One of the consequences could
be rape, according to Galen Ash,
chief of the city police.
Ash said to avoid rape students should "stay away from
high-risk areas and avoid being
put in a vulnerable situation."
High-risk areas on campus include the cemetery and the dimly-lit parking lots, ne said.
"It is nof known how many
rapes occur on campus because
so many go unreported," Ash
said, adding that all rapes
should be reported. He said all
identities would remain confidential.
According to Keller, another
potentially dangerous situation
develops when students bring
unknown people back to their
rooms after going to the bars
because this puts the student in
a vulnerable position.

Thursday
According to the National Weather
Service at Toledo Express Airport, today
will be cold with a
chance a Hurries and
a 50 percent chance
ot snow. The high will
be near 30. Tonight it
will be clear with the
low around 16.
Tomorrow It forecasted to be mostly
sunny with a high of
35-40.

While many students purchase or build lofts to create
space in small residence hall
rooms, few realize that serious
injuries can occur when the
structures are unstable.
According to a recent study by
The Journal of American College Health, of 1,400 upperclassman polled, 72 percent said
they had slept in and fallen from
an elevated bed.
Seven percent of the falls resulted in injury, the study said.
Joshua Kaplan, director of
health services, said there have
been at least 12 students this
semester who have been treated

at the Student Health Center
after falling from a loft.
"I don't think many people
who live in the top bunk accept
the fact that there is good reason
to believe they may fall out of
their loft and injure themselves," be said.
Kaplan said although the
health center has seen this sort
of accident in the past, the number of injuries may be reduced if
students become more aware of
the hazards of sleeping in a loft.

"We've been seeing (loft injuries) for the past four years,"
he said. "But, unlike what most
people seem to think, only
one-third of the falls are alcoholrelated."
The study showed falls often

pamphlet, "Loft Construction in
Student Rooms."
"Although at first we had
some concern when the loft
companies came to campus, but
we had experts look at the lofts
and they believed that they are
"Most people find out it's ea- good, solid and very safe," he
sier to climb up than it is to said.
Preston Gandy, owner of Loft
climb down," Kaplan said.
The majority of falls are the Construction, said the company
result of '''behavioral patterns" has never had a complaint from
on the part of students rather a student who has fallen from a
than a deficiency in the manu- loft.
"I've never had a student
facturing of the lofts, he said.
According to William Lan- complain to us of an injury," he
said."I
think the safety rail
ning, director of residence management, all lofts are checked would totally eliminate the
X resident advisers 14 dayschance of a student falling out."
Gandy said his company
r they are assembled and
must meet residential services offers free inspections and restandards as outlined in the pairs through the year.
occur when reaching for an
alarm clock or telephone, after a
bad dream or by beingstartled
by someone, he said. The most
common time for a fall is when
climbing from the loft.

Wallace selected as editor
Julie Wallace was selected editor of the
BGNews for spring semester yesterday by
the Board of Student Publications.
Wallace will succeed
Beth Thomas, senior
journalism major, who
did not seek a second
term.
Also a senior journalism major, Wallace is
currently news editor for
the News. She has
worked for the paper
since her freshman year w ce
and has also held the »""

r"M

positions of assistant wire editor, copy editor, Undergraduate Student Government
beat reporter and general assignment reporter.
She also worked as a news intern for the
Elyria Chronicle- Telegram last summer.
A native of Elyria, Wallace is the
daughter of Bonnie Wallace and a 1985
graduate of Midview High School in Grafton. She is a member of two University
communications organizations, Society for
Professional Journalists and Women In
Communications, Inc.

Wallace said she is looking forward to
working with the staff to continue improvements at the paper.
She also said she hopes to maintain lines
of communication with the University
community and welcomes feedback from
readers.
She will graduate in May and plans to
pursue a career in print journalism.
Staff applications are available in 214
West Hall and are due tomorrow. Wallace
said she will announce staff assignments
Wednesday.

News in Brief
Annex dedication today
The Business Administration Building addition
will be dedicated today at 4 p.m. in an mvitationPatton, dean of the College of Business
Administration, said the addition was completed
last summer to meet a growing enrollment in the
business school.
The addition includes 10 classrooms, 32 offices,
Kiduate student offices and computer labs, and
tton said it has reduced space constraints for all
^Several of the rooms will be named after the
corporations which helped fund the addition," he
added.

Three arrests made in
local drug operation
As part of a continuing effort to increase drug
enforcement, a search warrant was issued for the
arrest of three Bowling Green residents Monday.
Ruben Rodriguez, 26, of 129 Gypsy Lane Estates,
was charged with two counts of aggravated trafficking of cocaine and Barry Clark, 25, and Joate
Clark, 23, also of that address, were each charged
with two counts of permitting drug abuse, police
said.
Although no drugs were confiscated from the
scene, undercover officers previously made alleged drug purchases there, according to Chief of

Police Galen Ash.
"Officers had made undercover buys with Ro-1
driguez, and the Clarks were accessories," Ash |
said.
Under the recent Contraband Seizure and For-1
feiture Act, an Ohio law which allows police to
confiscate any property involved in the illegal
acts, Ash said the department will petition to own
the trailer at 129 Gypsy Lane Estates and a 1986
pickup truck owned by the suspects.
Rodriguez is still being held in Wood County Jail
and bond has been set at $30,000.
—by Beth Church
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Gorbachev proposal
needs modifications
Mikhail Gorbachev is acting more and more like
a gunslinger from the Old West, and he's
shooting holes in Communist Party tradition.
The Soviet leader continues to push for dramatic
reform and Tuesday he made a bold, Western-style
proposal, which includes accepting some limits on
his own power.
On paper, the proposals are interesting. But they
must be taken with a grain of salt because they
have very little chance of becoming law in the Soviet Union.
Gorbachev has proposed replacing the Supreme
Soviet, the country's parliament, with a compact
legislature to debate laws, not just pass them without a blink of the eye.
Office holders would be limited to two five-year
terms and the presidency would be strengthened
under Gorbachev's plan. The 15 republics in the
country would also receive more political representation.
It appears the limits on his own power are slight.
He would be only allowed to serve the two five-year
terms, but he would also be limiting the power of
the Communist Party.
Gorbachev seems to be consolidating the power
in the country to his office and neglecting the party.
Reforms are needed in the Soviet Union, but
changes have more affect if done gradually.
The changes he has proposed are worthy ones,
but it is highly unlikely that they will ever be put
into law. The Communist Party will have some
very deep reservations about such lofty proposals.
Gorbachev is shooting for the moon, but he may
be aiming too high.
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Give students ample
time for evaluations
With the semester ending, it comes time for student evaluations of their instructors.
Unfortunately, professors usually distribute
these evaluation forms at the end of a class period
— right when students are ready to leave ana are in
no mood to fill out any form.
The result is evaluations which are not thought
out and do not benefit the department or the professor. Without understanding nis strengths or weaknesses, a class instructor may continue for years
teaching a format that does not benefit the students.
But that is not solely the professor's fault. It is
time for students to take the responsibility for giving a valuable evaluation of all their professors.
It is a privilege to be able to do so. Only with the
knowledge of what is beneficial and detrimental to
a class can a department make the changes that
need to be made.
But the professors need to help — by distributing
the evaluations at the beginning of class so the students have the time to complete them.
Making the learning environment the best it can
be is the job of everyone.

Docambor 1.19M
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Editor
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He's back in the manger again
Well, here be comes again. hood. "Holier-than-thou" must
We've got him right where we have been invented for him. At
age 12 he announces, preposterwant him. Back in the manger.
Here he is once more — gentle ously, "I must be about my
Jesus, meek and mild. The soft Father's business," arguing
halo of light hovers just above with the rabbis in the synahis forehead; talking animals
By 30, he's insufferable,
murmur knowingly; and a barnyard stinking of manure dou- claiming he is the long-awaited
bles as Toys-for-Tots post for Messiah, the Savior of the lost,
the Light of the World. Before
e offered by Little Drummer
i and desperate Magi. Abraham was, He was. And is.
Yeah, right, they said. A carNearby, the pathetic Mary and
Joseph —no room at the inn, you penter's son from Nazareth?
see — are catapulted into the Sure. And I'm Napoleon. (Did
20th Century as icons of the you ever wonder who crazy peohomeless, the original welfare ple claimed to be before Jesus or
Napoleon came on the scene?)
couple.
Get this guy out of here.
Welcome to Christmas, AmerCommit him. Lock him up. Kill
ican Style.
The baby Jesus threatens no him. Or, better yet, keep him in
one. (No one but King Herod. Or the manger. That's more civimaybe Planned Parenthood.) lized.
In the manger, Jesus doesn't
Babies don't preach, don't posture about theology or destiny. call for repentance and he
doesn't
point to a judgment day
And they don't telfpeople where
they can get off. Christmas is tor in which all of humankind will
be held to account for the deeds
children, don't you know.
Babies bill and coo, sigh and of their lives.
In the manger, Jesus doesn't
gurgle. They can't even change
themselves. Every baby ever call sin "sin," doesn't remind us
born, including this Jesus, is to treat our neighbors as ourmore helpless than any baby selves, doesn't promise to
bird or newborn faun. Most im- redeem us from lives of quiet
portantly, babies don't desperation.
In the manger, Jesus forgives
slartreligions. Or TV networks.
no one, challenges no hypocrisy,
But wait till this kid grows up.
claims no power death. He
He'll terrorize the neighbor-

leaves everything in its place,
thank you, sir.
In the manger, Jesus is perpetually a baby, a child, and therefore a nobody, anybody, perfectly harmless to you or me.
In the manger, Jesus sells
Currier and Ives prints, Duck
Tales ornaments, war toys,
Toyota Corollas, Budweiser
kegs, BIC lighters, VCRs,
Bailey's Irish Cream, my gosh,
even Andy Williams records.
He's the prime spo/resmooHEd
McMahon would chasten us, for
consumer capitalism.
In the manger. Jesus is utterly, fatally familiar to us. He's
the First Noel, Rudolph and
Frosty, Silent Night, Mommy
Kissing Santa Claus, and White
Christmas all rolled into one.
Heck, even Shintoist/Buddhist
Japan can love this baby Jesus.
In the manger, he's a conservative or a liberal, a Sandinista
or a Feminist, a homosexual or
anything else we or Martin
Scorsece want him to be. Anything except what he is.
In the manger, Jesus builds no
church, affirms no moral standard, refuses any claim on the
throne, loves no one.
The lesson is clear. If you're
smart, you don't let this kid out
of his straw cradle. The man has
no sense of proportion, no sense

of decorum. Turn him loose at
the wedding party and he'll
make too much wine. Send him
to town and he'll overturn the
cash registers at the local Republican headquarters. Lead him
to church and he'll denounce
your petty, narrow vision and
fatuous claims to selfrighteousness.
Ask him into your life and he'll
turn your world upside-down.
And you know what the
greatest irony is? Those ACLU
folks just don't get it. If they really wanted to insure that Christianity never ascends < o the status of state religion, they'd fund,
not oppose government-sponsored nativity scenes.
Because nothing, nothing
could be more effective in restraining this indomitable,
megalomaniacal Jesus than
freezing the frame, swaddling
clothes and all. Babies, you see,
don't hang on a cross. And they
don't come back from the dead.
■Jingle Bells, Jingle Bells,
jingle all the way. Ob what fun it

$20,000 per research article.
What university can afford such
extravagance and still be able to
serve students well?

— as if President Olscamp and
the University's benefactors
were in attendance! Accompanying the fine habiliments would
be manners or etiquette to
match.
After these two minor improvements were made, I'd rate
the BGSU planetarium at a 15.
Pam Hauenstein
OCMB2273

Schreffler and Edwards teach
in the English Department.
They wish their readers a holiday season filled with joy, and
tempered with a little selfexamination.

LETTERS
Students deserve
effective teaching
My compliments to the BG
News stall for many excellent
editorials this semester, concisely written and covering a
stimulating variety of topics.
The one on Nov. 22, "Teaching
should be faculty's top priority,
was especially on target. It observed correctly that research
hasreplaced teaching as an administrative priority. Students
pay resulting penalties in terms
of shortage of classes and availability of professors to teach and
advise them.
The Carnegie Foundation
studied the problem nationally
and recommended in late 1966:
"For most of the nation's colleges and universities, where
large numbers of undergraduate
are enrolled, priority should be
given to teaching, not
research." It urged as the ideal
the "scholar-teacher," who

stays "on the cutting edge of the
profession" and communicates
information to students.
Beth Murphy and Wendy
Davy studied this dilemma in
and wrote about it in
SU's Miscellany magazine in
Spring 1987. It quoted a dean as
saying, "If a person who is only
interested in teaching comes to
Bowling Green, he is going to be
frustrated." An award-winning
professor stressed a need to balance what has been called the
"three-legged stool" of academia teaching, research and
service. He urged avoiding
"one-dimensional positions."
How then could one department value traditional research
so highly that more prolific publishers had loads reduced to
two courses, while others were
assigned four courses? I analyzed that last January in a
commentary inMonitor, our
facultv-staff newsletter, noting
that this system awarded a teaching-equivalent "value" of

BLOOM COUNTY

The problem is intensified by
narrow definitions of what constitutes "research." Just as a
balance of basic and applied
research are expected in science
and industry, so should they be
in academia. Practical research
and professional service in
fields taught will have more
immediate benefits for students.
Traditional theoretical research
is valuable for furthering longrange perspectives. Neither
should be denigrated; both
should be encouraged.
But our "three-legged stool"
now has one leg that seems to be
growing like Pinocchio's nose —
the research leg. We need to
restore that stool's balance,
evening up its legs to properly
support effective teaching and
service to students and the
professions they will enter.
Dr. Robert Byler
Journalism department

BGSU planetarium
gets an '11' rating
I have visited two other planetariums this semester besides
the one here on campus. And I
can honestly say that the other
two cannot compare with the
University's $500,000 planetarium.
On a scale of one to 10, I'd say
the BGSU planetarium rates an
11. This is taking into account
the fabulous acoustics; the
large, cushiony seats; the soft
carpeting; the first class Minolta star projector; and the
pleasantly controlled atmosphere.
However, if I were the director of the planetarium here, I
would make two improvements
concerning the shows. First, I
would strive for a closer, more
intimate rapport with my repeat
patrons.
And second, I would expect
my program's assistants to
dress in their best bib and tucker

The BG News editorial
;e is your campus
The editorial page regularly features columnists
who write on a variety of
topics, from serious political issues to humorous
anecdotes and cynicisms.
You don't have to be a
journalism major or even
a student to write a column. The News encourages and welcomes any
and all guest columnists.
Additional opinions may
be expressed in letters to
the editor.
Letters to the editor
Should be a marlmnm of
80-390 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus
mailbox number along
with your telephone number for varification, must
be included.
Columns may be longer,
although a length of $00-700
words is preferred. These
should also be typewritten
and double-fjpaeed. University students writing
columns must provide
class rank, major and
hometown.
The News reserves the
right to reject any material that is offensive, mail
ekma or libelous. All submissions are subject to
"titdtfHitiw
Please address all subnuasionsto:
UHacttJEMtar
The BG News
t» West Han

Local
Stress control tips offered
Two common but negative responses to stress are panic and
procrastination, according to
Kreigel.

by Angle Blandina
staff reporter

The countdown has begun.
In less than three weeks, the
stress and pressures of college
life will be put on hold. As time
ticks away, however, there are
papers to finish, chapters to
read and bills to pay — the makings of one incredible headache.
Finding a remedy for the
problem Is an easier job than
most may think, according to
Robert J. Kreigel, author, former athlete and mental coach
for world-class athletes.
He said learning to turn the
stress causing the headache into
a positive force rather than a
negative one is the key to performing well under pressure.
As exam week draws near,
students tend to panic and rush
around, trying to get everything
done. He said this often makes
them act desperate and think irrationally.

"These two approaches are
caused by what 1 call 'sabotage
thinking' —common reactions to
stressful situations that work
against rather than for you," he
said.
Kreigel said "what if ..."
thinking or worrying about
things that cannot be controlled,
will only worsen the headache.
To overcome this negative approach students should prepare
tor unexpected situations, he
said.
"Ask yourself 'what is the
worst thing that could possibly
happen?' and 'how likely is that
to happen?' and then things will
fall into perspective," he said.
"You can't control other people
or external situations, but you
can control how well you pre-

1 and 2 Bed

LOFTS

ARE AVAILABLE FOR
SPRING SEMESTER

pare for and respond to them."
Another reason college students are "experts" in creating
stress is because they dwell on
past failures which causes a
lack of confidence, he said.
If the first question on an
exam is difficult, students tend
to lose confidence for the rest of
the exam. To tackle this tendency, he suggested starting the
exam with what the student can
answer.
"Starting out with a win will
build your confidence and start
you off on a roll," he said.
When students become overwhelmed with things to do, they
tend to not do anything at all,
Kreigel said. Instead of putting
off one bis project he suggested
dividing it up Into "small, doable steps."
Craig Vickio, clinical psychologist at the University Counseling and Career Development
Center, also said stress becomes

a problem at the end of the
semester and during mid-terms.
Agreeing with Kreigel, Vickio
said one reason students put
things off until the last minute is
a fear of failing.
"(Putting uiings off) gives
them an excuse — if they don't
do well, they can just say they
didn't give themselves enough
time," Vickio said. "Sometimes
students get caught up with dayto-day obligations and so that
big project keeps getting pushed
ahead.
He said students lack the motivation to get things done until
they know they must, increasing
both their anxiety and motivational levels.
Vickio said he gives periodic
programs on stress management and the Counseling and
Career Development Center
offers counseling by appointment to students who feel stress
is getting the better of them.

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. MAIN

■ONswt

Students reject
insurance plan
by Christian L. Thompson
staff reporter

Even with the University administration in his corner, Dr.
Joshua Kaplan is losing a battle with the graduate student senate on implementing a mandatory University insurance program.
"Before the 1986-87 school year, we went through a great deal
of planning and research to present our mandatory insurance
t to the administration,' said Kaplan, director of the Stulealth Center and advocate of the program.
"They accepted it on the condition that it
was contingent on the student government.
The (government's) vote was 90 percent
against... I guess we put the cart before the
horse," he said.
Kaplan said the program would allow
payment for insurance to be applied to the u
student's bursar bill. The cost could be
waived, however, if the student is covered by s
other comparable insurance.
"'
"We felt the University needed a plan because of the results
from a survey given by the Student Affairs committee during
D See Insurance, page 4.

Commuter Off-Campus Organization
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How You Order Your Loft:

OPTION 1 - Call 352-3826, 9-5, Mon. - Frl.
For a mail-in registration form.
OPTION 2 - Sign up at the University Union,
Fort Room on the 3rd floor. The loft
scheduling display willl be open
Dec. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Jan. 10-3 (9-5)

LOFT RATES
Spring Semester Rental

Purchase
Optional Assembly
Ladder Rental
Ladder Purchase

GLASS CITY
ALL STARS
Thurs-Sat
December 1-3

Loft Construction

500 Lehman Ave.. 419/352-3836

Present the 1988
Christmas Coffeehouse
with

Craig Hergert
Yuletide Carolers
Tom Gorman
Dec. 1, 8:00 p.m.

• FREE DELIVERY *
For More Information Call:

D*c«mb«ri,i9M

Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant
Band updates on BG 5

Off-Campus Student Center
Ground Level of
Moseley Hall
RESERVE OFFICERS

TRAINING CORPS

YOUR UNCLE WANTS
TO PAY FOR COLLEGE. BUT ONLY
IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH.
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition
and provide an allowance for fees and
textbooks. Find out if you qualify.

ARMY ROTC
CONTACT ARMY ROTC
372-2478
ROOM 151 MEMORIAL HALL

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Res
ume
(Loser type)"

(Typeiet type)'

Choose a quality typeset resume from

UniGmphics
211 West Hall
372-7418
■ 12 pt type enterped

y

S
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BG band to play at bowl game
byJcffBatdorf
staff reporter

BG News/Paul Vemon
Bowling Green High School band director, Tom Headley, leads members
of the marching band in practice to prepare for their trip to Florida. The

band will perform at the Hall of Fame Bowl in Tampa, Fla., over Christmas break.

Members of the Bowling
Green High School Marching
Band will highlight a week's
tour of Florida by performing at
the Hall of Fame Bowl in Tampa
during Christmas break.
Tom Headley, director of the
marching band, said the
160-member band will represent
Ohio while taking part in halftime festivities along with 10
other bands from across the nation on Jan. 2.
"We're part of a mass band
extravaganza," he said.
The band will perform a tribute to Irving Berlin, and will
play hits such as "God Bless
America" and "You're in the
Army Now," Headley said.
He said Bowling Green was
the only Ohio band invited to the
event and he believes the long
record the school has for good
performances played a part in
the selection.
"We show a track record of
consistency that we've enioyed
for the past 10 years which Is a
credit to the school, families and
the community," Headley said.
Before performing in Tampa,
the band will give a show at Walt
Disney World's Epcot Center on
New Year's Eve, Headley said.

Insurance
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ONE ACCOUNT PLUS.
THE ADVANTAGES KEEP
ADDING UP

D Continued from page 3.
the 1986 spring semester," he said. "Ten percent of
the students were shown to be uninsured while
many insured students had dangerously inadequate policies."
According to Kaplan, the mandatory program
would benefit students, as well as the university,
by reducing its liability for incidents such as toxic
exposures, epidemics and student injuries.
^The Health Service will not be forced to compromise care in order to make up for the loss in
revenue caused by student liabilities," he said.
Kaplan said mandatory health insurance at
state universities is not uncommon. In Ohio, six
state-funded universities have some type of mandatory insurance plan, he said.
Earl Folker, Miami University's director of
business, said the college has had a mandatory
plan for more than 20 years, during which few
problems have arisen.
"This year, students were billed $132 for a year
of health insurance coverage," Folker said. "Students who had comparable coverage could send in
a waiver releasing them from payment... some of
the problems occurred when students forgot to
send in the waiver or failed to pay their bill — even

He said 188 people are taking
the trip, which is costing about
$500 each.
Several fundraislng events
were held this year to help students pay for the trip, he said.
"Each student knew they had
to foot the bill and some of the
more industrious kids have earned 90 percent of the cost,"
Headley said.
Events such as the third annual Bobcat Band Blast was performed on Oct. 1, an annual
cheese and sausage sale was
held this month and Newman's
Marathon gas station, 525 N.
Main St., is donating $2 for every
10 gallons of gas purchased by
individuals who have coupons
issued by the school.
He said he believes the trip is
important because it will provide students with the chance to
see other areas of the country
they may have not been in before.
"It's a tremendous opportunity for us," Headley said.
He said the band goes on
major excursions every four
years. In 1984, the band performed at the Cherry Blossom Festival in Washington, D.C.
Headley said the band will
leave Dec. 28 and will also make
stops in Cocoa Beach, Cape
Canaveral and Orlando before
going to Tampa.

though they wanted coverage."
Jeanne Doyle, University of Toledo administrative assistant for student health insurance, said
health insurance is only mandatory for international students but is available to domestic graduate and undergraduate students.
"The coverage cost is 1321 per year and can be
paid quarterly through students' bursar bills ...
approximately 2,100 of the 23,000 university students have the insurance," Doyle said.
"More juniors, seniors ana graduate students
participate in the program because many are not
covered by their parents' insurance when they enter the 19-23 year age range," she said.
Eric Strunk, Graduate Student Senate vice
president, said Kaplan recently was invited to
speak to the Senate on the program in case the issue came up for vote again.
"I think the graduate students are against it for
three reasons: financial constraint, violation of
personal right of choice and a certain amount of
apathy," Strunk said.
Strunk said he was personally in favor of the
plan, but has little expectations about the program
becoming reality.

fTIS THE SEASON TO SEE A 4
CAMPUS FILM
W
Don't Miss This Week's Movies:
Thursday

Friday and Saturday

"The Christmas Carol"

"The feel-good movie of 1983.'

, How much love, sex, fun and
friendship can a person take?
THE

BIG CHILL
TONIGHT! 9:00 p.m.
Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall

FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE!

December 2nd and 3rd
8 p.m., 10 p.m. and Midnight
Eva Marie Saint Theater, University Hall
$1.50 with a valid BGSU ID

Seniors admitted for $1 with
proof ofclass rank

99

^ynternational ^rfolidatfd
Only Fifth Third's One Account
Plus can give you so much for so
little per month
FIGURE IT OUT FOR
YOURSELF
Add up how much you're used
to paying for checking Now total
up how much more you'd be getting (and how little you'd be paying), if you had One Account Plus.
You'd get:
► Unlimited check writing
► Free personalized checks

► No minimum balance
► A Visa or MasterCard with no
annual fee*
► Discounted rales on installment
loue*

► Visa or MasterCard Ready Reserve
► Free traveler's checks, cashier's
checks and certified checks
► Free Jeanie's Private line bill paying
► Free notary services
► A free safe deposit box for one year
► Plus, interest on your money

► Maintain a minimum monthly balance of (2,000 in your One Account
Plus checking account.1
► Average a quarterly balance of (3,000
in a savings account.
► Maintain a minimum monthly balance of (6,000 in a BankSafe#
Account

The total cost for all these services? A paltry seven dollars a month »■ Or deposit (7,500 to a Certificate of
Deposit.
Just a few dollars more than most
Call or stop by any Fifth Third
people pay for a regular account.
Ranking Center for more information
ADD ON ANOTHER PLUS
on how to open your One Account
If you'd prefer getting all the
Plus.
benefits of a One Account Plus
FIFTH THIRD BANK
checking account, without
(H •lOMHWISTfltN OHIO
paying the monthly service
fee, |ust do one of the
f^ serving FindUy. Tiffin. Bottling ttrttu,
following...
FostortM. Bmtcom, and Ntw Kltgtl.
MS — Ofc mm • mMmnmm

The BG News
Special Edition
Monday, December 5th
Learn how the holidays are celebrated around the world including
age-old traditions, recipes and gift ideas
Look for it at aD regular distribution points
on and off campus
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City
City debates budget Facts reduce rent risk
IONIWI

Tax increase defeat necessitates fund raising
by Rebecca Thomas
assislanl city editor

Because the proposed increase in the Bowling Green income tax was defeated in the
November election, the city is
attempting to find alternative
ways to raise additional revenue, according to the municipal
administrator.
Wes Hoffman, the administrator, said two options being considered by City Council — eliminating tax credit and levying a
JS motor vehicle license tax
—will not completely improve
the financial situation of the
city.
The city's tax credit program
is a method of recognizing payments made by people who live
in Bowling Green but work
someplace else, Hoffman said.
The tax they have already paid
is considered when levying the
annual 1.5 percent city income
tax and they get credit for the
payment, he said.
If this tax was eliminated or
reduced, the city would raise an
additional $175,000 per year, half
of which would go toward the
general fund, he said.
The $5 motor vehicle license
fee would provide about $60,000
in additional revenue, which
would go toward roads, signs
and signals, as mandated by
federal law, he said.
"This will help, of course, but
we really have a problem with
the general fund — that's where

we need the most money," he
said.
Other options include charging for trash pickup, an option
which may be considered by the
city in the spring, Hoffman said.
Currently, trash pickup uses
about $180,000 of the general
fund, not including the cost of
new equipment, he said.
"One idea is charging people
per bag of trash," he said. "This
would help defray the cost of
rubbish pickup, encourage recycling and extend the life of the
Wood County landfill."

County in the past few years, it
seems like they are reduced,"
he said. "We have not added
staff, and we have spread the
staff a little thinner."
Some services the city may
consider reducing are funeral
escorts and parade control.
They may also charge for false
alarms.
"We respond to hundreds of
false alarms each year — we
just may start charging for
things such as this, maybe parades too," he said.

"Actually, services are not visibly being
reduced, but when you consider the
growth in Wood County in the past few
years, It seems like they are reduced. We
have not added staff, and we have spread
the staff a little thinner."

by Scott R. Whltehead
city reporter

The kitchen faucet leaks.
Twenty-pound cockroaches
blockyour way to the refrigerator. The 10-mile hike to class is
getting on your nerves. All this
and more could be a part of offcampus living if certain precautions are not taken.
According to Tonia Stewart,
director of off-campus student
housing, about 5,000 students
will opt for off-campus living
next year, and she said it is important for these future tenants
to be knowledgable on the various aspects of renting.

DKtmtm 1,19««

dents. But it all depends on how
well tenants communicate with
them (the landlords)," she said.
"Students really need to know
their rights and responsibilities."

"They should check on the
landlord's reputation, see if the
management is timely with repairs, if they return security deposits and talk to people who are
living there," she said.

Barbara Swain, manager of
Village Green Apartments,
agreed with Stewart, saying
students should closely examine
an apartment before signing the
lease.

Swain said other suggestions
for avoiding unpleasant surprises are checking the condition of the furniture and carpet,
asking about the cost of utilities
and examining the typical student apartment.
"It helps to physically go into
another apartment besides the
model which landlords will show
Iou, because models always
fcook nice," Swain said.
In an effort to help students in
their housing search, Stewart
said the University will sponsor
the Off-Campus Student Housing
Fair next semester. The fair will
be Jan. 17 in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom and will bring
together many area landlords.

"I hear all kinds of horror
stories about wires hanging out
of walls and holes in walls that
are so large that the students
have to put a couch in front of
the hole to hide it from their
friends and family when they
visit," Swain said.

"You can tell just by looking
"Renting is a business, and
Bowling Green is a renter's at the outside of the apartment
dream. You really have a good whether or not the management
selection of apartments and takes care of the building. Stuhouses to choose from if you look dents should be more aware of
what they' re signing."
early enough," Stewart said.
Stewart said if students want
There is a downside, however,
to the apartment-leasing pro- their renting experience to be a
positive one. they should con-Wes Hoffman, municipal administrator cess, she said.
"There are some landlords sider a number of areas before
signing a lease.
Though the proposed .375 per- I who will take advantage of stuHoffman said residents will
save money by recycling since cent increase to the existing 1.5
.AMERICAN 2 LUNG ASSOCIATION.
recyclables will be taken for percent city income tax was
If* QHtW*** •>•>*
free — this will lessen the num- defeated, Hoffman said the city
ber of bags of trash they turn in still has the option of putting another proposal in front of voters.
each week.
Services in the city are not be- The city could also propose a reing reduced as of yet, Hoffman allocation of the funds currently
said; instead, the city is concen- raised by the income tax.
"Only a vote by the people
trating on finding additional
could change the way the tax is
revenue sources.
allocated," he said. "Although,
"Actually, services are not this may not be a good idea,
visibly being reduced, but when since those funds are already alyou consider the growth in Wood located to other things."

"It's a good opportunity for
students to do some comparative shopping. They can check
on rental prices and many people will be signing leases right
there," Stewart said.
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Staff applications for
Spring Semester 1989
are due
Friday, December 2, 5 p.m.
Applications available: 214 West Hall

Preferred Properties
835 High St. 352-9378
Office Hours: 9:00 4:30 Mon. - Fri.

immediate
Housing Openings
Free Membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

The Undergraduate Student Government
is offering

Internships in Public Relations
for the Spring Semester
All majors welcome, Journalism, VCT
preferred. Interviews Dec 5-8
Contact Cathy Komyanek 372-7522 / 353-4385

WINTER COLORS DE BENETTON.

ERNEST SAVES
CHRISTMAS PG
EVENINGS 7:15 9:30

Franklin Park Mall & Portside Marketplace

FRESH HORSES PG-13
EVENINGS 7:00 9:35
THE LAND
BEFORE TIME G
EVENINGS 6:45 8:25

EVERYBODY'S
AIL AMERICAN R
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It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night
Twi
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It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives ygu the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar
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for fast pick up -safe as coffee
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Sports
BG "zips" past Akron 88-60
by Amy Cole
sports reporter

After crawling though the
early miniutes of the first half
Wednesday night, the Bowling
Green women's basketball team
realized they had to pick up the
pace and start running.
With the first points of the
game not coming until the 17:20
mark of the first half, the Falcons began to play their style of
game — a fasi-paced one —and
routed Akron 8o-60 in Anderson
Arena to raise their record to
3-0.
According to Falcons head
coach Fran Voll, the team's anxiousness to play contributed to
their five missed shots before
Megan McGuire connected for
BG*s first two points.
"Sometimes you try to do too
much too quick and you make
mental mistakes," voll said.
"Once we settled down into the
game we played well.
"But we got the tempo going.

(Akron) did a good job of getting
back on defense."
But the Zips, which lost to BG
last year in double overtime on a
shot by McGuire at the buzzer,
couldn't get back enough to keep
up with the Falcons.
"We lost four starters from
last year. We also have seven
new players on our team," said
Akron head coach John Street.
Backstrom
Voll
"I think the game got away from
That is what a coach "wants to us when we got off the bus.
"We knew we were going to
do."
Playing well and getting the have trouble winning and we
tempo going is exactly what knew we had to play flawless
basketball in order to have a
they did.
Behind McGuire's team-high chance to win."
17 points, including one threeThe Zips made plenty of erpoint field goal, the entire Fal- rors.
con team resorted to the fastbreak offense of Paulette Backstrom and Cathy Koch, which
more than stunned the Zips.
Regardless of being successful for the most part against Akron with the fast-break, Backstrom was not satisfied.
"We couldn't get it (the fastbreak) going as much as we'd
like to." Backstrom said. "They by Tom Skernlvttz

Besides not being able to keep
up with the BG style of running.
Akron made 21 turnovers and
committed 17 fouls.
They also had difficulties
shooting. The Zips as a team
made only 23-of-63 shots for a
.365 field goal percentage, while
the Falcons made 36-of-70 shots
for a .514 percentage.
Forward Jackie Motycka, who
tallied 14 points and grabbed six
rebounds, helped BG capitalize
at the foul line by sinking six of
the team's 14 free throws.
But, for the Falcons, the
biggest factor was in the threepoint range.
D See Women, page 7.

Falcons destroy
Defiance 91-67
sports reporter

TOM CRUISE
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Bowling Green's men's bbasketball team chartered new waters
Wednesday night in Anderson Arena. If BG head coach Jim Larranaga gets his way, his team will make plenty return visits.
The unbeaten Falcons found the promised land, pounding Defiance College, 91-67. The win upped BG's record to 2-0, equaling its
best start in four years.
....
_»._.
The 24-point margin of victory was also the largest in Larranaga s
two-year stint at BG and the school's biggest win since John
Weinert's 1983-84 squad crushed Ball State, 74-45.
"We're not used to having a 20-point lead, but it's a nice feeling
from a coaching standpoint to be in that position," Larranaga said.
"I called a timeout at one stage of the game just to remind them to
finish strong and play good defense."
Although Larranaga said his team showed "a lack of experience
while holding several large leads in the second half. BG managed to
DSeeCagere,page7.
BG News. Paul Vemon
Freshman center Katie McNulty (45) makes a move to the basket Wednesday night in Bowling Green's 88-60 win at Anderson Arena. McNulty
scored five points in 11 minutes. In front is Junior toward Tecca Thompson, who scored two points and grabbed four rebounds. Forward Megan
McGuire led the team with 17 points.

PI BETA PHI presents

Large 2-ITEM PIZZA

Thursday

^ $5.75

Lip Sine Contest
College I.D. Night
(reduced admission with valid I.D.)

only at

MARK'S
Pizza Pub

Friday
Rambo Contest
win tantastic prizes!

HAVE A HOLLY JOLLY TIME!

free delivery

expires 12/16/88

352-3551

THETA CHI HOUSE
8:00 P.M. DECEMBER 1,1988

CHECK OUT OUR NEW LIGHT SHOW

25481 Dixie Highway 874-2254

X

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

Do something special for
your special
roommate, mate or pal
this Christmas
Disguise yourself as a

THURS- 3521539

D&Y

Call us.
1616 E Woosler

Delivery from 11 a.m. daily

■>*

and leave clues in
The BG News
Secret Santa Classification
of the classifieds any day from
November 29 thru December 8
Reveal yourself in the last
BG News of the semester
Friday, December 9th
65£ per line, 3 line minimum

Thursday
Only $5.00fora12"Pizza
with pepperoni, double cheese
and extra thick crust.
Our drivers carry less
than S20 00
Limited delivery area.
•*ee 3." »cs P/.*a

Secret
Santa

ADVERTISING DEADLINE:
Two days in
advance of publication, 4 p.m.
- sorry, no telephone orders &»'

• 214 WEST HALL •
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Gregory pacing BG's new tempo
by Brian Hollenbeck
sports reporter

The Bowline Green men's basketball team
is running and gunning and senior guard Joe
Gregory feels right at nome with this style of
pla

_ Falcons used their pressure defense
TL
and fast breaking style of play to upend Defiance College Wednesday night 91-67 at Anderson Arena. The Falcons created 23 turnovers and scored countless fast break
points.
Gregory said plaving this type of up-tempo
game is great Both for the players and the
fans.
"I think everybody likes to run and it's a
lot of fun to play a fast game," Gregory said.
"I think it's great for the fans too, they get a
package deal with steals, dunks, fast breaks,

Larranaga said he urges Gregory to shoot
the ball and wants the ball pushed up the
court as quick as possible.
"I think Joe feels a great deal of freedom
right now. Joe pulled up a couple times from
long range and not once did he look over at
the bench to see if I was upset, because be
knows I want him to shoot the ball," Larranaga said.
"We should push the ball up the court even
faster than we have been. We want Joe and
the other guards to get the ball up the court
in six or seven seconds. If the other team is
going to pressure us or lav back in a zone, we
want to beat them down the floor.''
Defiance head coach Marv Howenberger
said he was impressed with Gregory's performance.
"I felt Gregory had a good night," Howenberger said. "The transition game was
everything tonight."

layups and just an overall fast game."
Gregory poured in 19 points, which Included five three-pointers and dished off
seven assist. Head coach Jim Larranaga
said the three-point shot is an important part
of his team's offense.
"Joe came out and hit three, threepointers in a row in the first half and that
was very big for us," Larranaga said. "It is
important because if we can hit a few from
long range, it opens up the middle for us because the other team will have to come out
on our guards."
Gregory said it was easy for him to make
the transition to a run and gun style because
of his basketball background.
"I feel real comfortable In this type of
offense because my background in high
school (Bishop Burgess in Detroit) was one
of fast tempo, so it wasn't hard for me to
make the transition," he said.

McGuire playing role perfectly
by Andy Woodard
sports editor

Megan McGuire played a big
role in Bowline Green's
women's basketball game at
Akron last year, hitting medium-range jump shot at the
buzzer to give the Falcons an
80-78 double,
overtime win.
Although BG
didn't need
McGuire to do
anything as
dramatic
Wednesday
night against
the Zips, she
starred just McGuire
the same. The
senior scored» a team-high 17
points in the Falcons 88-60 rout
of Akron at Anderson Arena.
McGuire tallied most of her
points on layup after making a
cut to the basket and receiving
the ball via a pass from a teammate.
"They were playing a zone

(defense) up high and the back
of it was open, McGuire said.
"I lust made the cut backdoor
and (guard) Trad (Gorman)
gave me a lot of nice passes."
Head coach Fran voll said he
liked the way the Falcons moved
the ball on the Zips' zone. Gorman and forward Jackie Mo
tycka both had three assists and
half their total led directly to
McGuire layups.
"We freed a lot of people up
inside and made some nice
Easses," said Voll. "We shot the
all well inside and took the ball

to the basket ... and that was
good for us."
However, McGuire's biggest
basket was not a layup. With the
Falcons leading comfortably
45-28 at halftime the Zips had
5-2 run to start the second half
and appeared to be gaining momentum.
But the 6-foot-l forward
canned a three-point shot and
BG was never threatened again.
"I feel I can help the team at
anytime this year and I want to
do whatever it takes to help in
the game," McGuire said.

"Coach has had me practicing
three-pointers and I feel I'm
pretty accurate shooting them."
Voll said McGuire has made
the transition well from her role
of "Super Sub" in 1986 to one of
leadership this season.
"She's an experienced player
and when she's on the floor, she
does more than carry her
weight," VoU said. "She'll do
whatever it takes for us to get
the job done."
No matter if the game is close
or a rout.

THE GEORGE SHEARING DUO
Featuring:
Jazz Pianist George Shearing
and Bassist Neil Swainson
Sat., Dec. 3 at 8 p.m.
KOBACKER HALL
Moore Musical Arts Center
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Women.
D Continued from page 6.
With 18:42 left in the game,
McGuire sunk a three pointer
that may have just ended Akron's hopes for pulling out a win.
"I was excited about Megan's
three-point shot," Voll said.
"When they (Akron) made their
three-point shot, we answered
their call with our three pointer."
Since the Falcons managed to
create a significant margin over
the Zips, Voll began to take advantage of his talanted bench.

"Once we got into the game,
we utilized a Tot of people, Voll
said. "With our schedule there
are not a lot of teams we are
planning on doing that with."
Coach Street agrees. "Fran
does a good job of utilizing his
kids," Street said. "He sets their
roles and they (the players) do
what they're supposed to — the
shooters shot, the rebounders
rebound and the passers pass.
He's headed toward another fine
season."

Cagers
O Continued from page 6.
maintain the momentum throughout the game.
After falling behind 12-11 five minutes into the game, the larger,
faster Falcons never looked back. Lamon Pippin's layup gave BG a
13-12 lead and by the end of the half the Falcons had built a 52-35
lead.
The Yellow Jackets never came closer than 19 points in the second
half as BG finished with a 52 percent shooting average compared to
Defiance's dismal 41 percent mark.
The Yellow Jackets entered the game with a 3-1 record. But Defiance head coach Marv Hohenberger said his team played poorly
against a team much stronger than the likes of Anderson University,
Ohio Dominican and Heidelberg, previous Yellow Jacket victims.
"I think our game plan just stunk," Hohenberger said. "It was a
mistake to play an up-tempo game against Bowling Green. Every
missed shot we took was a fastbreak on the other end."
On the opposite spectrum were Falcons Joe Gregory and Pippin.
Both enjoyed BG's speedy style with team-high 19-point games. Pippin also led the Falcons with six rebounds, while Gregory added seven assists.
"I feel comfortable with our running style right now," Gregory
said. "It was a good overall team effort. I think everybody likes to
run and it's a lot of fun to play a fast game."
The Yellow Jackets 6-foot-4 center Doug Prigge, whom Pippin
called "a great player," scored a game-high 28 points and grabbed
12 rebounds.

UniGraohics
fJBflPjajBJBjajBJHP^PJP^BJBJHB^P^P AT Unhrersfcu Graphic Arts

Serving uour total graphic design and typesetting needs.

Tickets: Students - $4, $8, $12
To reserve tickets call 372-8171
Box Office open 12 noon - 6 p.m
weekdays

• Resumes
• Graphic Design Consultation

Special Free Pre-Show Discussion at 7:30 p.m. in Bryan Hall
Presented cy the Festival Series and supported m port by a grant
from the Arts Commsson ot Greater Toledo and the Oho Ms Council

CONVISER

• Posters, Fliers, Newsletters, Brochures
• Black 8 White PMTs, Halftones, Reversals, Film Positives

DUEF^MILER

Winthrop Terrace Apts.

MAY 1989 CPA EXAM

• Word Processing Disks converted lor typeset-quality output
• LaserWriter output from Macintosh'* disks

INFORMATION
ot our

•Secpn^

FREE PREVIEW CLASS

Thursday, Dec. 1st
6:00-7:30 p.m.
Radltson Hotel
(101 N. Summit St. at Monroe))
Free sample materials £
past exams
Early Enrollment
Ends: Dec. 19th
Save Up to *TOO
Off Full Tuition
Call Toll Free 1800-262-2899

• PC / Macintosh1" file conversion

1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. - Furn. & Unfurn.

• Full Typesetting Services

Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance
Office:

400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

CaH us for further information

Hours: Weekdays 9-5

211 West Hall

372-7418

OUR COMPUTERIZED BUY WILL

Burlington Optical

Turn your Used
Books Into Cash

December
Opti-Special

VALID UNIVERSITY I.D. REQUIRED

TWO WAYS TO SAVE
TWO PAIRS
ONE PRICE
Buy i pair of regular prescrlpeon eyeglasses all at o«e low
•rkel Choose fromour wide variety o( selected plastic frames
with glass or scratch coned plastic leroei. round or flat top
25mm bifocals and tinted lenses.
Ovenlie. Ngh power, photochromattc and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and Insurance programs
covnomyonepalrofgU^

SINGLE VISION
BIFOCALS

University Bookstore

mlomnHi

$79.88
$119.88

Bausch &. Lomb
Contact Lenses

Student Services Building
Dec. 5th thru Dec. 16th
Mon. - Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m
Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Closed on Sunday

FO* BOTH PAIRS

DAILYWEAR
EXTENDED WEAR

$59.88*
$94.88*

•Promotion food only «•» pnkalofwl leu SteritaaMi Kit ema
Nc* vaWvWth jny other fcpecUM <n coupon*

!>•>«

I •> Or. S. SMC OptwawMH

I SI. I

eynolds
$8/2020

7

us ( .'.
472-1113

GOOD AT AU. UXAIKMS

Gteenv

352 2533
.

Student Services Building

Classifieds
CAMPUS ft CITY EVENTS

• lONtwi Dtcimbtf 1,1988

GAMMA PHI BETA
JEN LEEDY
YOUR LITTLE LOVES YOUI
HAVE A GREAT DAY!

• ••IPCO303" •
8:00 a.m. eection
EXPERIENCE

• • Ad Club Annuil Christmas Party ■ •
Trawdey December 1st 8 OOPM
« LM PlW'l Place
731 Wgh Street No 84
Come see how our prawMnt livee!
Merry Chrietmes
ALIENTION WtCI I
DECEMBER I WILL BE THE LAST MEETING
OF THE SEMESTER with guMU Worn MM
TolertoWICI chapter.
TUESDAY. DECEMBER t. !•••
110BAATi:00
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA XMAS PARTY
801 Fifth StTMt Apt No 5
FRIDAY. DEC 2nd 7 00 PM
MOVIES. MUNCHIES AND MORE"!
Come pm ua lot
OirletmeeCofleerioueeDec 1.1988
8 00 PM Oil Cempue SlutMnt Center
Ground Level ol Moseley Hall
FREE TO ALL
Sigma Tau Dalla presents THE OREAT QATS-

■Y

Satutday. December 3 at 7:00 pm
Tha Grsh Fsm Thaatta
1920s Coatumaa Encouraged
Refreshments Provided
Hayl Hayl HSAI
Don't forget MM holiday'
Party, thai is Thurs. Dec 1 at 7 30 p.m. in tha
Honors Centeribelow Kreavcher) Admission
one new or used!pood condition Hoy
MunchieS' Movies' Music'
Now a* we need is YOU'
INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE ABOUT
LEGAL STUDENT INSURANCE PLANS
HEAR ALL ABOUT m AT
WSA COFFEE HOURS:
THURS. DEC 1 AT 2 30-4:30
411 SOUTH HALL (INTERNATIONAL
LOUNGEI
TALK BY GREG BAKIES. DIRECTING ATTORNEY OF STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES
LAG A
There wibea meeting ot the Lesbian And Gay
AKance on Thrusday. December 1. at 8.30
PM. Tha meeting is tree and open to all and will
be held In the basement ol the United Christian
Feac-wship Center Csl the Link tor more mlormaHon.
STUDENT LEOAL SERVICES WILL PRESENT
OREO BAKIES, DIRECTING ATTORNEY, AT
THE WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION COFFEE HOURS, TOOAY, 2:30-4:30. HE WILL DESCRIBE SLS IN GENERAL, AND HOW SLS
CAN SERVE INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS IN
PARTICULAR. FREE AND OPEN TO ALL PUBLIC.
YOU ARE WARMLY INVITED TO
A BAHA'I FIRESIDE
A Fireside can be a briel presentation ol tha
Bahsi Faith, an informal and open discussion
exploring facets ol the Faith, a musical presentation, or just an evening for getting acquainted
Coma mvaettgete the youngest ol the worlds
Independent reig-ons in the comfort ot a home
setting, tree trom the pressure ol proselytizing.
1 at and 3rd FRIDAYS, 7:30 PM
Home of Jim and Vicky Corbitt
840 Pearl St.. B.G
352-7877 (lor a ridel

LOST & FOUND
FOUND Ladies bracelet by stepe in Hayes Ha*
on 11-21-88 To claim csl 372-1 721 and ask
forMichele
HELP!! LOST: a brown leather jacket at Uptown
on Motown Monday belore Thankaghnng Substantial reward win be given lor Information leading to the recovery ol the Jacket Call Janet
353 6829
LOST. Gold bracelet in downtown area (graduation gift) REVVARO Cal days 353-0100 or
eves 893-3822
Lost Ladies gold bracetol-dlamond cut on one
side with herringbone Sentimental value. Reward il found 353-8150

SERVICES OFFERED

QUALITY TYPESET RESUMES
•15.00
UnlGraphlcs
211 West Hall 372-7411

Abortion. Morning Alter Treatment
Proud lo be Pro-Choice
Center lor Choice II
Toledo. OH 255-7769
For an your typing needs
A-Z Data Center

352-5042
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For al your shipping needs
Federal Express. U PS
A-Z DATA CENTER 352-5042
Need a Paper Typed?
Word Processing for personal or business use
Call Linda al 354-2657 Leave Message
Papers Typed Anytime
372-5795
SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWLING GREEN PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354 HOPE FOR INFO
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES
TYPING SERVICES tot all types of papers
including dmsertatlons using
Xerox Memorywriter
352-3987 from 8 AM • 9 PM

PERSONALS

SOCKDV

EXTREMES
•EVm WONDER WHAT MISTLETOE CAN

■Ot'

DATE "AXO* PARTY
•AXO•AXO•HOLIDAY PARTY •
Want to let loose after ths Prottetorunr? Than
come to DRY DOCK lor some Holiday Cheer.
DEEP SIX wH be performing Hve ft* Saturday
Dec 3rd. Co-sponsored by RSA.
Open9- 1 AM No Cover
Located In Harshman's Basement
•HOLIDAY PARTY"
I and 2 Bad
LOFTS
Are Avaeabie For
SPRING SEMESTER
How you order your Loft
Option 1 -call 352-3838 9-5 Mon-Frl
For a mail registration form
Option 2-Sign up st The Unrv Union
Fort Room on the 3rd floor ThsLoft
Scheduling Display w« be open
Dec. 5,6.7.8, 9. Jan. 10-3(9-5)
•FREE DELIVERYFor More Information Cat
Lott Construction
500 Lehman Ave., 419-362-3836
A workshop on "How To Find Your Own Coop Or Internship" will be presented on
Thursday, Dee. 1 at 7:00 PM Ni 110 BA. Sponsored by the Cooperative Education Program, 23S Admin., 372-24S1
ALPHA PHI
INTERNATIONAL CHRISTMAS
COMING SOON!'

Hayl Hayl HSAI
Don't forget the holiday!
Party, that Is Thurs. Dec 1 st 7:30 p m. In the
Honors CerYtorfbelow Krelacher) Adrrsaaron
one new or ueedlgood ccndltlonrloy.
Munchtosl Movies' Music!
Now al we need la YOUI
*>CO 40* CHRISTMAS CRUSE
(CLASSMEMSERSONLYI
DECK THE DECK WITH BOWS OF MOU.YI
J. McCOY INDUSTRIES
INVITES YOU ABOARD THEM ANNUAL
CHRISTMAS CRUISE TO CAST AWAY
AND CELEBRATE THE HOLIDAY SEASON
ON DECEMBER I. I »M
THE SHIP WHl BE DEPARTING FROM PORT
CHI OMEGA (BEHIND THE UNION) AT 2:30

■a

AND WILL RETURN AT 4:00 pm
R.S.V.P. CAPT. STEUBING
172-3*01
My Lambda Chi Tuckin Man
Are You Ready?
Just two more days
111 we can dance the night away
Al the Alpha Delta PI MISTLETOE MASHI!
Penguin Lover
Next to New Shop has winter costs, jackets,
cape, shirts, sweaters, suits, dresses, shoes,
housewares. electrical appecancee. drapes,
curtains, jewelry snd books Open Tues 10-4,
Frit-7 St AJoysms
ONCE AGAIN SANTA CLAUS AND HIS
MERRY CORRUPT BAND OF ALPHA SIG ELVERS ARE BLOWING OFF CHRISTMAS SO
THAT THEY CAN 00 TO HAPPY HOURS ON
FRIDAY! HO, HO, HO 8ANTA IS GONNA
BLOWI
PI Bets Phi

Alpha Phi would like to congratulale Its newly
elected officers"
Good Luck!!
ATTENTION STUOENTS
Explore your academic options by sttendlng s
National Student Exchange mlormatlon session this week. Come mto the Center lor Acedermc Options and Mam how you can attend
one ol over 80 U S colleges lor a term or a
year.pay no oul-of-stale lees and experience
the "ADVENTURE" Ihal everyone's buzzing
about! Into sessions schedule Nov. 29th at
I 30 No. 30th at 3 30 and Dec 1st at 2:30
Center lor Academic Options, 231 Admin
BKkj. 372-8202
ATTENTION SNOWBUNNIES.
It's snowing snd blowing outside, the ismperrture la 10 below and B.O. winds are at
their peak. LM me warm things up. Mala
Dancer. For Into., call 314-3136
BQSU DOWNHILL SKI TEAM
Organizational Meeting
Tuesday, December 6
8:00 PM 102 BA
For more Into Call Ken at 353-3797
Big Tina.
Hope you liked your surprise'
Big Little Breakfast was Fun!
Have a great rest ol the day'
(After your nap)
Luv,
Little Cheryl
C ATE WITTE AND DOUG RUCH
I CAN'T EXPRESS ENOUGH HOW EXTREMELY HAPPY I AM FOR THE TWO OF
YOU ON YOUR RECENT ENQAOEMENTIII
CONGRATULATIONS AND HAPPINESS ALWAYS TO A COUPLE THAT KNOWS WHAT
LOVE REALLY IS!
LOVE, NANCY
Come foin us lor
Christmas Coffeehouse Dec. 1.1988
8 00 PM Off Campus Student Center
Ground Level ol Moseley Hal
COMEOY NIGHT ' COMEDY NIGHT
Do you want to have some good laughs? Then
come lo DRY DOCK Friday Dec. 2nd, and laugh
with 4 live comedians from 10- 12PM TheDJ
•1 be spinning the tunes trom 9-10 PM then
sgamfrom 12-1 AM
Open 9 -1 AM No cover
Located in Harshman's Basement
COMEDY NIGHT ' COMEDY NIGHT
Dashing through the snow
Giving lours sat the way
Oh what fun It bs to..
Volunteer lor Preview Day!
Volunteer Tour Guides needed for Preview Day
this Saturday Dec. 3rd
Informational Meetings
Wednooday Nov 30 4:30-6.30 McFal Assembly or Thursday Dec 1 5:00-7:00 McFal
Assembly
Students who worked the first Preview Day
must am attend these meetings See you
there!
Dashing through the snow
Giving tours al the way.
Oh what lun il is to
Volunteer lor Preview Dayl
Volunteer Tour Guides needed lor Preview Day
this Saturday Dec 3rd
Inlormatlonal Meeting
Wednesday Nov 30 4:30-8:30 McFal Assembly or Thursday Dec 1 5 00-7.00 McFal
Assembly
Students who worked the first Preview Day
must situ attend these meetings See you
there!

DELTA ZETAZEESYou guya are great! 11
Pledging la almost over!
Get excited • keep studying lor Inltatlonl
We Love You!!!
-Your DZ Sisters
From fryers snd forms to newsMtters and tetterhead, we've got what you need to look SUPER
on paper' See us lor el your TYPESETTING
NEEDS' Klnko'a 354 3977
GAMMA PHI • • • GAMMA PHI
Big Cathy 1 Big Nancy
Wed Ike to wish the two moat wonderful bigs a
wonderful day!
Gamma Phi Love.
LI Unarm a LI Erm

DASHING ANGELS
PI Beta Phi
(tonight!!)
PI Base Phi
DASHING ANGELS
PI Beta Phi
(tonlgrrlll)
PI Beta PM
DASHING ANGELS
PI Beta PM
(tonight!!)
PI Beta Phi
DASHING ANGELS
Pi Beta Phi
(tonight")
Pi Beta Phi
DASHING ANGELS
PI Beta PN
(tonight!!)

1 male roomrnaM needed for Spring Semaeter
Apt across Irom campus Rent S133 a month
plus eksctnetty Cel Bobst 3S3 4088
1 male roommate desperately needed, own
room, quiet, only 1140.00 a month Call
1SS-41M.
1 male to luhleaaa 2 bedroom University
Wage furnished apt S720 per semester ptue
ehac. Gaa stove Csl John 353-6739 before
10AM
1 nonsmoking lemele lo sublease Fifth St. apt.
for spring semester Furnished $620 a semes
Mr Cal 353-6029 or 878 2441 Beth
2

FEMALE ROOMMATES E
WOOSTER
SPRING 89
CALL MARIA OR GRETCHEN 353-1296

A female needed lo sublease Haven House apt.
Neat dean rooma, reasonable rent Leave meassgelot Amy 353-5358
Buying Nintendo tapes .new and used.
Cal 362-9878
Keep Trying ff No Answer
Come join us for
Christmas Coffeehouse Dec 1, 1988
8:00 PM OM Campus Student Center
Ground Level ol Moseley Hal

Get Your Foot in the Door! PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES that brmg the Interviews
Don't take chencee on Msa-WE DO IT RIGHT'
Klnko's 354-3977
OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000 mo. Summer.
Yr. round, sN countries. All llekts. Free Into.
Write IJC. PO Bi 52-OH03, Corona Del Mer
CA12121
Triple A Student Psmters looking for Indlvtduafs
who want practice! business exp Musi bo hard
working Poelfkme tor branch mgrs Available
across Mich. Ind A Ohio Earn between
$5,000 - $10,000 Pick up application at Student Errajtoyment Office or contact Steve at
313-283-6080

FOR SALE
1974 Olds Omega with tots-a-power 350. 4
bbl Very reliable Runs greet Looks good Asking $560 Csl Tim 353-3480
1960 Honda Accord
$800 or best otter
Runs great 353-3356

Aqua Snow Suit
Size Large $100
363-4777

Female roommate needed to sublease apt in
Campus Manor for Spring 1989 Furnished,
reasonable rent. Call 353-7627 for more Info
Female roommates needed to shore 2 bdrm.
apt UM Included Fum . laundry and pool Cal
353-5849

Come join us lor
Christmas Coffeehouse Dec 1. 1986
8:00 PM OH Campus Student Center
Ground Level ol Moseley Hal

Female Roommate needed to lubleMS lor
spring semester $125 s month cal Ross si

^_^

DOWNHILL SKIS
SIZE 8 NORDICA BOOTS
GOOD CONDITION
$50 353-8807

Female roommate lo shsre 1 bdrm. spt on S
Summit St lor Spring Semeater Cal Tracey
353-6841
Female roommate lor spring semeater. Close to
campus $137 50 monthly Kam« 353-5236
MALE HOUSEMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING
SEMESTER CLOSE TO CAMPUS-ACROSS
FROM KOHL HALL ON WOOSTER OWN
ROOM! 354 6016

For sale-Nikon N2000 35mm camera with
50mm tone. Vfvator Fassh 3700 - Best oiler
Cal BJal 354-8614
Great Xmaa present 30 gal hi hah tank Includes hood, aghl, iron stand, undergravel filter
Call 354-7015. and leave message

NEEO 3 MALES TO SHARE APT CLOSE TO
CAMPUS CHEAP RENT! FREE HEATI CALL
352 5002
Need mass roomrnaM to sublease tor spring.
$145/monlh Cal 363 5947
Need one female student tor second semester
lor two bedroom tour student apartment near
campus 363-8900 or 352-7365

Haft A Coupon Book For Sale
$30 or best otter
Brenda 372-5487
PENT AX K-1000 35mm
Camera with zoom lens. S160
Phone: 352-5820

Need someone to sublease s 2 bedroom apt
for spring semester $100 a month plus utilittoa. 363-7635

Technics CD Player
for home or portable use
Jon Szabo 354-461 7

NEEDED 1 ROOMMATE lo sublease Ige 2
bdrm apt $185 a month Own room Call Chns
al 352-1388

1 or 2 lemajes roommates needed to sublease
2 bedroom spacious apt. spring semester. Furnished not far Irom campus Call 353-3965.
Please help! I need to fransler

HELP WANTED

1 or 2 mete roommates needed to aubMaae
specious apartment. 2 bedrooms. 2 baths
$137.60 a month. Cal Mke or Chris st
353-6746

1 tomato roommate needed for Haven House
Apts Spring Semoator Great Location. Cal
Teresa at 353-7226
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SUBLEASE TIL
MAY. NICE 2 STORY APT. VERY CLOSE
CAMPUS. 1150 A MO. CALL LORI 352-4777
1 female roommate needed lor Spring SemesMr. Own room Close to campus. Cal
363 3174.
1 female to share a kj apt Dishwasher lotts
lurnished inexpensive but race Needed immedHtefy you keep the return deposit Cal
353-7738 or 352 3181 «leave message
1 mstormte tosutxe spt 810 5th SI Apt 11
Needed lor Spr Sem Ottering! $60 to lake
lease Cal Bruce alter 4pm 363-4111

DAVID HARRIS
Tuz IT sir' /»/ -OAT
Rkiir HHUAL TMT
ruese cemtm
UA<& 1U1H?

Jim Mto-—Hey big boy! I've heerd there is s Mrs. Santa
Claus blow-up doll you take out for those special holiday get logethers Wei. no longer do
you have to worry because now you can settle
lor the real thing!! Your Secret Sento Keep
watching for more clues'
^_^^^^^_

JOE WASSEM
Pomsettles sre red
Brown Is the dirt
You'I chase anything
That wears s skirt
--Secret Santa

WANTED I FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE
COMFORTABLe APARTMENT CLOSE TO
CAMPUS CALL COLLECT FOR MORE DE
TAILS: 1-878-2462

KAY SIECZKOWSKI
Violets sre blue
Roses sre red
Don't spat thst 12 peck ol
Beer m your bed'

354-2260

Wanted RemaM roommate lo share bk) house
Available Nov 5, $125 a mo Pay he" ol ut»tMs. Cal 352-4952 from 7:30 - 3:00 or
353-8654 alter 3:00

WANTED

Jessica Khouszsm
Heao love Carioa and I can hardy wall to ehare
the true meaning of Christmas with you We can
start with Elvis
—Secret Santa

Assortment ol Houses
Duplexes and Apartments
Avsllable for second semester
Call Now!
John Newtove Real Estate

Needed male lor apt. dose to campus wtth nsw
carpet 4 furniture $143.00 but can make a
deal 353-8218

1 male or lemele sublease spring semeeler.
Own room, VCR. washer end dryer, fun
housemates, furrkehed. Call Linda 352-2117

ZBT • CHUCK MCCARTNEY • ZBT
CONGRATULATIONS ON BECOMING
I F C PRESIDENT GOOD LUCK'
YOUR 1988 FALL PLEDGE CLASS

BG News "Boss Lady"
After the Holiday
There will be two
Where wU I go?
There war definitely be no snow!
But I won't be blue.
Can you guess who I am?
No, I'm not Tim!
Juat someone who reeky caree for you

FOR RENT

Needed 1 or 2 roommates to lubtoase apartment for Spring a Summer If Interested cal
353-2555

Wanted: One female roommate needed to aubleass lor Spring---Close to Campus
353-4079

Xmaa Cards (boxed and single)
paper, bags, ribbon, ornaments etc.
JEANS N THINGS 531 RIDGE

WANTED 1 NON-SMOKING MALE TO SUBLEASE SPRING 1 OR SUMMER SEMESTER
|S) FURN HOUSE. REASONABLE RENT
FOR MORE INFO CALL 353-4963

Needed 1 male roomrnaM Comer of 8th & High
lor Spring. No Smokers Cal Steve 353-3639

close to campus (Thurstln 8 Ridge) Jsn -May

WAKEUPJENLEEDYI

Wanted
2 female roommates needed for spring semesMr. Nice 2 bedroom apt. Free heat, low electric, swimming pod. $128 s month 353-3939

•TOMCONTE'
Rudolph tho red nosed PIKE
had a good friend namedTOM...
and if you ever scoped firm,
you would even say he's HOT
ALL ol the other women...
used to pant and cal hia nameThey never let poor Tom
join m any Secret Ssnla Games .
...to be continued

WANTED--ONE MALE ROOMMATE TO TAKE
OVER LEASE FROM MID-DECEMBER TO MIDMAY '89. CALL KEVIN OR BOB AT 354 4922

Tracey Schroder,
I woke you up early on Big Breakfast Day al excited and anxious to say. you're the Beat Big
Ever! Love. Your Little,
Wendy Kay

SUBLEASE tor SPRING SEMESTER
One room efficiency next to campus. We are
moving away; wi give heated water bed ft mini
microwave - FREE Rent $285.00 mo Csl
353-2450

2 Advent Loud Speakers.
100 watts $100.
Cal 353-8824 lo leave message

Female needed to sublease lurnished apartment lor spring semester $112.60 s month.
Call Heather at 352-4604

See Dick, Dick says. "Wow. tun"
See Jane. Jane says: "Ooo-Mlsttotoe"
See Spot. Spot says: "Psrty tl you drop"
ADPI MISTLETOE MASH

To the Future Bride
CATHY SCHULTE
Only 128 more days untl the BIG EVENT! ANO
HERB SAYS "HAPPY BIRTHDAY" Love.
Heidi.

Room for rent in faculty home. Wanted: Female
graduate student. Cat 352-6740 evenings untl
10p.m.

SECRET SANTAS

Responsible non-smoking lemele needed lo
sublease Wlnthrop Tenace Apt Spring Semestor. Cal anytime 353-5755

The Slstsra of Alpha Chi Omaga wish to congratulale:
Outstanding Pledge: Msllsss Mottles
Maple Leal Sister 8etsy Broskl

New 2 bdrm One and a heft beths. stove, refrigerator, dishwasher included Aval rnmedielety 354 2260

1984 RENAULT ALUANCE 2 dr . 4 apd .
43.000 mass asking $2,500 Exc. Cond.
AM-FM 363-5678

Political Science Mstorr internships sre available this summer or fall 8l the Kennedy Institute. Political Profiles. Inc. Common Cause.
SANE. Congressional offices. Peace Corps,
Int'l Trade Commissions and many more In
Washington DC. Earn 12-15 hours 0' credit:
housing is avaaabte Learn more today In the
Center for Academic Options. 231 Admin al
11 00 AM or call 37? 6202

Send a special candy cane holiday message lo
someone special! Dee Zee pledges wl deliver
a defccious candy cane anywhere on campus
lor only S SO" Get Ihem In University Hsl
through December 7 Deliveries wU bs made
on December 10.
Share a Ittte Christmas with s Friend

NEEDED: 1 MALE RMTE. FOR SPRING SEM.
FOR APT. ON 4TH ST. $121 MO. PLUS LOW
UTIL. CALL SOON! MIKE OR JEFF AT
353-5031. RENT PAID UP TO JAN. 11.

1984 Ford LTD Good condition $995 Nonnegrjttobto Cal 372-3946

COOL roommate needed to shsre traitor aval
Dec. 1st $200 a mo. aid. uM. No Lease! No
smokers pwasel 353-4625

353-6429

Need one lemele student tor second semester
lor two bedroom lour student apartment near
campus 353-8900 or 352-7365

1 • 2 roommates needed for large 2 bedroom
apt Cal Mike or Don at 353- 7006
1 bedroom apt for sublease lor Spring Semester $300 s month Dennis 353-4764 alter 9

LsuraReinke Have any ideas yet?
Go lo the bowling alley al the Union TONIGHT
promptly al 9 PM tor your first clue'!'
Love.S.S.

PM^
1 lemele roommate needed to share apt. very

Cell 353 7630

Babysitter needed Spring Semeater Monday
Wednesday
12.00-5:30. Friday
12 00 3:00pm Near campus Cal after 5:30,
362-9309

2 bdrm apt. lor rant
Spring-Summer
354-8122 Can attar 6 PM

Come join ua lor
Christmas Coffeehouse Dec. 1, 1988
8:00 PM Ofl Campus Student Center
Ground Level ol Moseley Hal

2 people needed lo eubtoese t bdrm. apartment next semester. Close to campus Cal
364-5211 alter 6 PM

EBSCO Telephone Service
Now hiring Mtomarketera
FtoyJbto flours, evenings and weekends. Minimum 15-30 flours par week Pick your own
days lo work Guaranteed hny wage plus dally
bonus based on sales. Average person earns
over $6 an fir We're a nationwide telemarketing service eating to pest customers only Low
pressure and high enthusiasm Year round employment Stop In 113 N Mam St alter 4:00
PM Next 10 David's Del
Gam great practical sales experience
while earning commission making you one
ol the highest paid students on campus
Be s 80 NEWS
ADVERTISING SALES REP.
Two poeraone open beginning
Spring Semester ig89 Must have
your own reeebU car Almajors
we«-'...,e to apply Sophomores and
juiaors protered For a job deacriptlon
and appscatlon. come to 214 West He»
DEADLINE: Friday, Dec. 2, S p.m.
Prepare NOW for your future!

Adjecent campua 1 bedroom studio apartment
AvsBabto spring semester. $260 a mo. pfusuttlrtles No deposit lor student with 3 0 GPA
8-6 00 362-7506 exl 280 Night 352-3406

LISA SCHREIBER
YOUR SECRET SANTA HAS ARRIVED
BUT MY IDENTITY I HAVE TO HIDE
YOU WILL FIND OUT SOON ENOUGH
SO PLEASE LISA DON'T TAKE IT SO ROUGH
LOVE.
YOUR SECRET SANTA

LYNN WOERTZ,
CHRISTMAS TIME IS ALMOST HERE.
EXAM WEEK IS DRAWING NEAR
AFTER THAT WE'LL SHARE SOME CHEER.
WHILE WATTING FOR SANTA t HIS REINOEER
YOUR SECRET SANTA

On the first day of Chrlstmea, Jen Stubbs gave
IB ua....
1 sales meeting. 2 late payment nottcee. and a
phone cal waking ua up.
On the second day ol Christmss. Barb gave to
us....
1 chB hamburger. 2 pounds of greasy fries, and
a partridge m a pear tree.

Apt to sublease Spring and Summer Close to
campua 2 bdrm. furnished Call 354-6122
after 6 30 PM
Come join us for
ChrislmaeCofleehouseDec 1, 1988
6:00 PM Off Campus Student Center
Ground Level ol Moseley Hal
' graduate needs 1 non-smoking tomato to eubtoese apt spring semester. Close to
campus (2nd & High) Call 354-4722 before
11 pm

RobHradek
Dashing thru the snow
On your way to class
Praying al liie way.
That you'l reely pass
Baas on top wiring.
TeBng you you're late
Something worse than that.
You can never get a date'
Love,
Your Secret Senta

Efficiency tor subleaae Close to campus,
quiet. Cal overlings 353-6437
Houses A epartrnento dose to campus lor
summer 1989 and 1989-1990 school year
1-267-3341
Need a piece ol your own?
Dec grad seeks s subtosser lor tuty furnished
efficiency. Al utilities plus cable 1 HBO included m rent Cal Jodi al 352-1520 exl 235
sftorSPM

TRACY FEE
Hotly Is green
Rfcbons are red
II you smoke any more cigarettes
You wU soon be dead
Secret Surgeon General Santa

Don't have a Secret Santa? Choose your own!

Secret Santa
clues in

The BG News
Publish your clues in the special
Secret Santas classification
ot the classifieds any day from
November 29 thru December 8
Secret Santas will reveal themselves
in the last BG News of the semester
Friday, December 9
• 214 west Hail
• 65c per line, 3 line minimum - Sorry no lelephone orders Advertising Deadline: Two days m advance ot publication, 4pm

